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1. Prop-2-en-1-ol.

2. BeH2 is a linear molecule with H-Be-H bond angle as 180°. Although the Be-H bonds are polar,

the bond polarities cancel each other and the net dipole moment is zero.

3. Θ
∆H = 2 x (+ (1,670)) kJ/mol = + 3,340 kJ/ mol.

4. Here, ‘a’ indicates the intermolecular forces of attraction.

5. 

a) O = 1s2 2s2 2p4

b) Ca = 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 4s2

6. For a given element the number of protons is the same for its isotopes whereas the mass

number can be different for the given atomic number.

7. Alkali and alkaline earth metals arethemselves act as strong reducing agents.  So these metals

cannot be obtained by reduction of their oxides or chlorides.

8. 

a) Less negative electron gain enthalpy value of F is due to very small size of F atom. As a

consequence of small size there are strong inter-electronic repulsions in relatively

compact 2p-subshell of fluorine and thus electron does not feel much attraction. Cl is

comparatively bigger in size than F and can accommodate electron easily.

b) Due to exactly half filled configuration of N [1s2 2s2 2px
1 2py

1 2pz
1] it is more stable than O

[1s2 2s2 2px
2 2py

1 2pz
1]. So, ionization enthalpy of N is higher than O.

9. The decreasing order of acidic behaviour is: Ethyne > benzene > n-pentane. The C-H bond in

ethyne, benzene and n-pentane are formed overlap. Now, greater the percentage s character,

greater is the electronegativity. The C- H bond in ethyne, benzene and n – pentane is formed

by sp – s, sp2 – s, sp3 – s overlap. Now, greater the percentage s character, greater is the

electronegativity. Therefore, sp-hybridised carbon in ethyne is more electronegative than

sp2hybridised carbon of benzene which in turn is more electronegative than sp3hybridised

carbon of n – pentane. Thus the polarity of C – H bond is in the order: Ethyne > Benzene >

Pentane.



10. Domestic waste consists of both biodegradable and non-biodegradable components. The

latter consisting of plastic, glass, metal scrap etc., that is separated from it. The biodegradable

portion which consists of organic matter can be converted into manures by suitable methods.

Or 

a) The extra-ordinary stability of benzene is due to resonance. Due to this, the π electron

cloud gets delocalized resulting in the stability of the molecule.

b) 2Mn3+ + 2H2O�Mn2+ + MnO2 + 4H+

11. 

a) Toluene – Nitration is an electrophilic substitution reaction. Since – CH3 group is electron

donating group, it increases the electron density on the benzene ring, thereby improves

electrophilic substitution reaction. The nitro group is electron withdrawing group,

therefore it is deactivating.

b) Number of sigma bonds – 7, number of pi bonds – 5.

c) Number of sigma bonds – 8, number of pi bonds – 1.

12. The unknown element is Ca. Here the third ionization energy is very high which suggest that

the removal of the third electron is difficult. The electronic configuration of calcium is [Ar]

4s2 first two electrons can be removed without much difficulty. But the removal of third

electron from the stable electronic configuration of argon is difficult. Hence, the third

ionization energy is high.

13. 

a) The γ-ray is used for treating cancer.

b) Co-60.

14. 

a) B, C and N

b) Boron

i. It forms acidic oxide whereas other elements form amphoteric oxide and basic oxides.

ii. It cannot form [BF6]3- whereas others can form such complexes.

Carbon 

i. It shows the property of catenation to maximum extent.

ii. It cannot form [CCl6]2- due to non-availability of d-orbitals.

Nitrogen 



i. It is a gas others are solid.

ii. Ammonia is a liquid whereas others are gases.

15. 

a) Frequency υ =
-9

1

2 x 10
 = 0.5 x 109/s 

Energy = Nhυ 

Substituting the values, we get 8.275 x 10-10 J 

b) 2 2
1 2

1 1
R -

n n
v
−  

=  
 

For Balmer series n1 = 2, for longest wavelength, v
−

 should be minimum so that n2 = 3 

Substituting the values, we get 7 5
1.097 x 10

36
v
−  =  

 
 = 1.523 x 106 m-1 

16. 

a) According to Fajan’s rule smaller the size of cation and larger the size of anion greater is

the covalent character of ionic bond. Li is small in size than K, thus Li+ has a high charge

density. Thus polarizing power of Li+ is higher than K+, hence LiCl is more covalent than

KCl.

b) Smaller the size of ion greater is the degree of hydration. In aqueous medium Li+ gets

heavily hydrated. Thus mobility of hydrated Li+ is low.

17. 

a) Since it is unstable and becomes stable on absorbing neutron.

b) Nuclear wastes should be filled in boron steel containers and buried deep into the earth.

c) It results in genetic disorders.

18. 

a) Due to sp-hybridization with bond angle 1800.

b) Covalent bond is formed by overlapping of atomic orbitals, therefore they are directional

whereas the ionic bonds are formed by the transfer of electrons and so are non-

directional.

c) It is due to sp3 hybridization and two lone pairs of electrons.



19. 

a) It is because it is a salt of strong base and weak acid i.e., calcium hydroxide and

phosphoric acid.

b) It is because it neutralizes the acid released in the mouth.

c)
3 22+ 3-

sp 4K = Ca PO      

Or 

Based on the extent to which the reactions proceed, the state of chemicalequilibriumin a 

chemical reaction may be classified into three groups as follows:   

(i) The reactions that proceed nearly to completion and only negligible concentrations of the

reactants are left. In some cases, it may not be even possible to detect these experimentally. 

(ii) The reactions in which only small amounts of products are formed and most of the

reactants remain unchanged at equilibrium stage. 

(iii) The reactions in which the concentrations of the reactants and products are comparable,

when the system is in equilibrium. 

20. Significance of constant ‘b’ - The constant ‘b’ is called co-volume or excluded volume per mol

of a gas. Its units are L/mol. The volume of ‘b’ is four times the actual volume of the

molecules.

Significance of constant ‘a’ – The value of constant ‘a’ gives the idea of the magnitude of

attractive forces between the molecules of the gas. Its units are atm/L2/mol2. Larger the

value of ‘a’ larger will be the intermolecular attraction among the gas molecules.

21. 

a) Plaster of Paris: CaSO4.1/2H2O

b) Epsom salt: MgSO7.H2O

c) Calcium carbide: CaC2

d) Calcium cyanamide: CaCN2

22. 
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23. 

a) electrons in presence of oxygen to form water.

b) It can be prevented by painting, oiling, greasing and galvanization.

c) The metal gets oxidised.

24. 

i) Borax solution on acidification forms boric acid.

2 4 7 2 3 32 5 2 4Na B O HCl H O NaCl H BO+ + → +

ii) BF3 is trigonal planar molecule. Due to pπ - pπ back bonding lone pair of electrons of F

is back donated to B atom. This delocalization reduces the deficiency of electrons of

boron thereby increasing the stability of BF3 molecule. Due to absence of lone pair of

electrons on H atom this compensation does not occur in BH3. In other words electron

deficiency of B stays & hence it reduces its electron deficiency as BH3dimerises to

form B2H6.

iii) Carbon is able to form pπ – pπ bond with O atom and constitute a stable non - polar

molecule O = C = O. Due to weak inter particle force its boiling point is low and it is gas

at room temperature. Si on the other hand is not able to from pπ – pπ bond with O

atoms because of its relatively large size. In order to complete its octet Si is linked to

four O atoms around it by sigma bond & these constitutes network structure, which is

responsible for its solid.

Or 

a) Anti-Markovnikov rule or peroxide effect or Kharash effect. According to this, when

HBr is added to unsymmetrical alkene or alkyne in presence of peroxide, the negative

part goes to that carbon atom which possesses more number of hydrogen atoms and



positive part goes to that carbon atom which possesses lesser number of hydrogen 

atoms. 

b) It is due to resonance. Six π -electrons are delocalized.

c) Alkenes undergo addition reactions because addition of electrophile gives more stable

product as sp2hybridised ‘C’ changes to sp3. Addition to double bond of an arene

would give a product with less or no resonance stability. Hence addition is difficult

but in substitution reactions, resonance stability is retained. Therefore, arenes

undergo electrophilic substitution reactions more readily.

d) No, because it reacts with water in presence of sulphuric acid to form ethanol.

25. Step 1: The skeletal ionic equation is

- - -
4 2 3MnO (aq) + Br (aq) MnO (s) + BrO (aq)→

Step 2: Assign oxidation numbers for Mn and Br. 

-7 1 4 5
- -
4 2 3Mn O (aq) + Br (aq) Mn O (s) + Br O (aq)

+ − + +
→

Step 3: Calculate the increase and decrease of oxidation number, and make them equal. 

-7 1 4 5
- -
4 2 32Mn O (aq) + Br (aq) 2Mn O (s) + Br O (aq)

+ − + +
→

Step 4: As the reaction occurs in the basic medium, and the ionic charges are not equal on 

both the sides, add 2 OH- ions on the right to make ionic charges equal. 

- - -
4 2 32MnO (aq) + Br (aq) 2MnO (s) + BrO (aq) + 2OH (aq)−→

Step 5: Finally, count the hydrogen atoms, and add appropriate number of water molecules 

on the right to achieve balanced redox change. 

- - -
4 2 2 32MnO (aq) + Br (aq) + H O(l) 2MnO (s) + BrO (aq) + 2OH (aq)−→

Or 

1. In elements, in the free or the uncombined state, each atom bears an oxidation

number of zero. Evidently each atom in H2, O2, Cl2, O3, P4, S8, Na, Mg, Al has the

oxidation number zero.



2. For ions composed of only one atom, the oxidation number is equal to the charge on

the ion. Thus Na+ ion has an oxidation number of +1, Mg2+ ion, +2, Fe3+ ion, +3, Cl– ion,

–1, O2– ion, –2; and so on. In their compounds all alkali metals have oxidation number

of +1, and all alkaline earth metals have an oxidation number of +2. Aluminium is 

regarded to have an oxidation number of +3 in all its compounds. 

3. The oxidation number of oxygen in most compounds is –2. However, we come across

two kinds of exceptions here. One arises in the case of peroxides and superoxides, the

compounds of oxygen in which oxygen atoms are directly linked to each other. While

in peroxides (e.g., H2O2, Na2O2), each oxygen atom is assigned an oxidation number of

–1, in superoxides (e.g., KO2,RbO2) each oxygen atom is assigned an oxidation number

of –(½). The second exception appears rarely, i.e. when oxygen is bonded to fluorine. 

In such compounds e.g., oxygen difluoride (OF2) and dioxygendifluoride (O2F2), the 

oxygen is assigned an oxidation number of +2 and +1, respectively. The number 

assigned to oxygen will depend upon the bonding state of oxygen but this number 

would now be a positive figure only. 

4. The oxidation number of hydrogen is +1, except when it is bonded to metals in binary

compounds (that is compounds containing two elements). For example, in LiH,

NaH,andCaH2, its oxidation number is –1.

5. In all its compounds, fluorine has an oxidation number of –1. Other halogens (Cl,Br,

and I) also have an oxidation number of –1, when they occur as halide ions in their

compounds. Chlorine, bromine and iodine when combined with oxygen, for example

in oxoacids and oxoanions, have positive oxidation numbers.

6. The algebraic sum of the oxidation number of all the atoms in a compound must be

zero. In polyatomic ion, the algebraic sum of all the oxidation numbers of atoms of the

ion must equal the charge on the ion. Thus, the sum of oxidation number of three

oxygen atoms and one carbon atom in the carbonate ion, (CO3)2– must equal –2.

26. 

a) The largest single use of dihydrogen is in the synthesis of ammonia which is used in the

manufacture of nitric acid and nitrogenous fertilizers.

b) Dihydrogen is used in the manufacture of vanaspati fat by the hydrogenation of

polyunsaturated vegetable oils like soyabean, cotton seeds etc.



c) It is used in the manufacture of bulk organic chemicals, particularly methanol.

d) It is widely used for the manufacture of metal hydrides.

e) It is used for the preparation of hydrogen chloride, a highly useful chemical.

f) In metallurgical processes, it is used to reduce heavy metal oxides to metals.

g) Atomic hydrogen and oxy-hydrogen torches find use for cutting and welding purposes.

Atomic hydrogen atoms (produced by dissociation of dihydrogen with the help of an

electric arc) are allowed to recombine on the surface to be welded to generate the

temperature of 4000K.

h) It is used as a rocket fuel in space research.

Dihydrogen is used in fuel cells for generating electrical energy. It has many advantages over 

the conventional fossil fuels and electric power. It does not produce any pollution and 

releases greater energy per unit mass of fuel in comparison to gasoline and other fuels. 

 Or 

a) 

3
3 2 2 2 2 3CH - CH - CH - CH - CH - CH sp  hybridized with s-character 25%

CH CH  sp hybridized with s-character 50%

−
≡ −

Since s-orbital are closer to the nucleus, hence due to more s character in ethyne (sp 

hybridized) the hybridized orbital is nearest to this carbon atom in compared to 

sp2hybridised carbon. This leads to the movement of C-H bond pair more towards sp 

hybridized carbon, leading to the development of partial positive charge on the hydrogen 

attached to sphydridised carbon and eventually helps in release of proton (H+). Thus ethyne 

is more acidic than n-hexane. 

b) 

(i)Wurtz reaction: Alkyl halides on treatment with sodium metal in dry ether medium give

higher alkanes. This is called Wurtz reaction and is used for the preparation of alkanes with 

even number of carbon atoms. 

3 3 3 3CH Br + 2Na + CH Br CH - CH + 2NaBrether→



(ii)Acidic dehydration: Alcohols on heating with conc. H2SO4 at 443 K form alkenes with

elimination of one water molecule. Since a water molecule is lost in the presence of acid, the 

reaction is called acidic dehydration of alcohols. 

.sulphuric acid
3 2 2 2 2CH - CH OH CH  = CH + H Oconc→

c) 

2 4 2 4H O + HgSO + H SO /333K
3 3 2

3 2 3 3

CH -C CH CH - C(OH) = CH

CH - C(OH) = CH CH - CO - CH

≡ →
�




